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Invariant Subspaces for Bishop-Type Operators 
GORDON W. MACDONALL~ 
Nontrivial hyperinvariant subspaces are exhibited for a class of weighted transla- 
tlon operators which includes many operators of the form M, L:, on L’[O, I ). 
where ~$6 L’ [O. 1 ) and U, is translation, module one, by an irrational 2. In 
particular, if 4 is the restriction to [0, I ) of a function analytic in wme open 
neighbourhood of [0, l] in the complex plane. then izI,L:, has a nontrivial 
hyperinvariant subspacc for almost all 1. ( 1990 Academy f’,re. fnc 
The main focus of this paper is hyperinvariant subspaces for weighted 
translation operators (weighted translations) on L’(X, 9, ,u). (A subspace 
is hyperinvariant for an operator T if it is invariant for every operator that 
commutes with T.) A weighted translation is an operator formed by the 
composition of the following two nicely behaved operators. 
First, for q5 a function on X measurable with respect to 9 define 
(Mdf)(X) = #(-~)I”(-~) 
Then M, is a densely defined closed linear operator with many hyper- 
invariant subspaces. The operator M, is referred to as a multiplication 
operator and is the “weight.” 
Second, for r a measurable measure-preserving point mapping from X to 
itself which is invertible with measurable inverse, define 
U,:L2(X,,F,p)+ L"(X,.F, p) 
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(u,.f)(.~)=.f’(Q.~)) for ,f’~ .!,‘(X, 9, p). 
Then U, is a unitary operator and hence has many hyperinvariant sub- 
spaces. The operator U, is the “translation.” 
Weighted translations were first studied by Parrott [7] who analyzed 
the spectrum, numerical range and reducing subspaces of such operators. 
Later, Bastian [2] gave unitary invariants for some weighted translations 
and studied subnormal and hyponormal weighted translations. In 181, 
Petersen gave some results on the commutant of weighted translations. 
However, little is known about the hyperinvariant or even invariant sub- 
spaces of weighted translations. Since the class of weighted translations is 
very large, containing bilateral weighted shifts and many other operators, 
it is not surprising that finding hyperinvariant or even invariant subspaces 
for general weighted translations is not an easy task. 
We shall be especially interested in the case where (X, J, ~1) is [0, 1 ) 
with Lebesgue measure and T(S) = {X + xJ, where a is an irrational number 
in the interval (0, 1) (the curly brackets ( ) denote modulo 1). We shall 
denote r(x) by x(-u) in this case. The main result of this paper is that such 
M,U,, which we shall call Bishop-type operators, have nontrivial hyper- 
invariant subspaces for a large number of @s and X’S, For example, M,U, 
has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace for almost all 3 when d is a poly- 
nomial or a trigonometric polynomial. The exact class of d’s and r’s will be 
described in more detail in Sections 2 and 3. 
The operators M,U, (that is, the weight is &.Y) = X) are known as 
Bishop operators and were suggested by Bishop as candidates for operators 
with no nontrivial invariant subspaces. However, in 1973, Davie [4] 
showed that Bishop operators have nontrivial hyperinvariant subspaces for 
almost all E. It is still an open problem as to whether all Bishop operators 
have nontrivial invariant subspaces. 
A theorem of Wermer [I 11 (see also Colojoara and Foias 131) 
producing invariant subspaces given certain bounds on the norms of the 
powers of an operator forms a cornerstone for Davie’s proof. Our proof of 
the corresponding result for Bishop-type operators will follow along similar 
lines, but in the case where the operator is not invertible we will use a more 
recent theorem of Atzmon [ 11. Atzmon’s result is a generalization of 
Wermer’s and only requires bounds on the norms of the powers of the 
operator and its adjoint at a single vector. 
In Section 1, we give some preliminary definitions and motivation. We 
also compute the spectrum and find hyperinvariant subspaces for certain 
weighted translations with uniquely ergodic translations. For completeness. 
we also state the theorems of Wermer and Atzmon mentioned previously. 
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In Section 2, we begin to build up the technical lemmas needed to prove 
the main result. For clarity, we split the main result into two theorems 
depending on whether M, U, is or is not invertible. In both cases, we show 
that under suitable conditions on CJ~ and tl, M,U, has a nontrivial hyper- 
invariant subspace. 
In Section 3, we give some corollaries to the main theorems, give a few 
examples and mention some other weighted translations amenable to 
similar analysis. We also are able to give a partial answer to a question of 
Atzmon on hyperinvariant subspaces for a particular Bishop-type operator. 
Let (X, 9, ,M) be a probability space arising from the Bore1 sets of a 
compact metrizable space. 
DEFINITION. A continuous transformation T: X+ X is called uniquely 
ergodic if there exists a unique Bore1 probability measure 11 on X such that 
p(z -‘(B))=p(B) for all BEP. 
We are going to be exclusively interested in weighted translations 
M, U, on L’(X, ,9, /l), where T is uniquely ergodic and 1 is the measure- 
preserving Bore1 probability measure for T. 
EXAMPLE. The translation x(x) = j-u+ CZ) on [0, 1) with x irrational is 
uniquely ergodic with respect to Lebesgue measure. 
An equivalent formulation of unique ergodicity is the following. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Walters [lo]). A continuous transformation 5 on X is 
unique/J’ ergodic {f and onlll [f 
This theorem can be used to help calculate the spectral radius of a 
weighted translation, at least when the weight is “close” to being 
continuous. First, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.2. A bounded measurable real valuedfunction g on (X, 9, p) is 
continuous almost everybrhere if and onl~~ if there exist continuous real valued 
jitnction.y,f,, and h,, such that h, d g < f,, and 
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Prmf: Given a bounded measurable real valued function g, if there 
exist h,, andf, as above then without loss of generality we may assume that 
f,! -A,, -+ 0 almost everywhere. Now g is continuous at any point where 
.f;, - 11, + 0, so g is continuous almost everywhere. 
Conversely, if g is continuous almost everywhere and I/g/( , < M, then 
given n E RJ and a compact subset K of 
E = (.Y E X ( g is continuous at .Y ] 
such that p(E\K) < l/!f~. we can find ,f;, E C(X) with g < f;, < M and 
,f;,- g< l/n on K. Thus 
~ AK) n + 2Mp( E\K) 
6 
2M+1+0 
as n+x. 
n 
Similarly, a sequence h,, can be obtained with the required properties and 
the lemma is proven. u 
I wish to thank the referee for providing the above lemma and proof 
Notation. For $ a real valued function and CE R let 
(ljj v c)(x) = 
i 
!H-xl if II/(.x) > L 
c if $(x) d c 
(G * c)(x) = 
i 
$(.x1 if $(x) <c 
( if \C/(X) >, c. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. If z is as above und 4 E L x (A’, 3, p) is such thut iqb is 
continuous almost everywhere then the spectral radius qf M, U, is 
esYlo~l~l&llc 
Proof. Let r(T) denote the spectral radius of the operator T. The 
spectral radius formula states that 
r(T) = lim 11 T”/I ““. 
II’ 11 
Hence r(M, U,) = lim,, ,x, ll(Md U,)“Il ‘ln, and since U, M, = M, ~ Cl/,, we 
get that 
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NOW Uz is unitary so 
r(MdU,)= lim llM,B,rd T, .,9 ili-l,/l’ ‘1 II -* x 
= lim (esssup I(~(x))(~(rx))(~(t’s))... (&r” ‘.u))j’ ‘I). 
II - 7 Y F x 
Hence 
log Y( M, Ii, ) = lim 
i 
esssup :“Cl log /$(z’x)i 
II - IL atx n ,=o ! 
This much is in Parrott [7], and is true for a general weighted transla- 
tion; in fact, this implies that r(M, U,) > e IX’OgJml”l’ for all weighted transla- 
tions by the ergodic theorem. However, in the case of uniquely ergodic T, 
the uniform convergence from Theorem 1.1 when log 141 is continuous 
gives us that 
lwofQw=j 1% I41 dP whenever log 14 1 E C(X). 
x 
If log 141 is not continuous but is bounded from below then by 
Lemma 1.2 there exist f,, E C(X) + such that 
1% 141 G log.f,, and llh ldl - log.L,/I 1 + 0. 
Then 
I(~)(~~~)...(~~tk)l~<(.f;,)(J,~~)-..(.f,,ct~) for all n, k 
so 
Thus r(M, U,) < y(MJ, U,) for all n, and f, is continuous so as shown above 
r( M, lJ, ) = eSX log A “~‘, So r( M, U,) 6 eIx log/, “I’, and since log ,f,, + log 141 in 
L’ we get r(M, Cl,) < e~x’OgliidP. 
As mentioned previously, the reverse inequality is always true, so when 
log 141 is bounded we have r(M( U,) = eIx’oglti”lr. The final case is 
when log 141 is not bounded below. Here we apply the above result 
to log 141 v (-N) then the proof is completed using the Monotone 
Convergence Theorem. 1 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let T, 4 be as in Proposition 1.3. 
(i) If0 E essran 4 then CT(M, U,) = (z, E @ j (21 < e~~‘“g’~“~/il). 
(ii) ZfOgessran 4 then a(M++U,)= {ZE@ ) /I/ =elr’Og’~‘i’l’i. 
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Proof: We require the following facts from Parrott [7]. The spectrum 
of a weighted translation is circularly summetric about the origin and is a 
single disk or annulus when the translation is ergodic. 
To prove (i) simply note that 0 E essran 4 implies M, U, is not invertible, 
so Proposition 1.3 along with the two facts from Parrott prove the result. 
The proof of (ii) is more substantial. From the two facts above and 
Proposition 1.3 it suffices to calculate the inner spectral radius. 
The inner spectral radius is inf{ /iI / 2 E a(M#U,)t and is equal to 
l/r((M,U,))‘). Now (M,U,) ‘= U,‘M, ‘= U, J4,;ti=M,/, T ,U, I. It 
is known that if z is uniquely ergodic then so is t ~’ and clearly if 141 is 
continuous almost everywhere then so is Il/d>t ‘1, so by Proposition 1.3, 
Since r (and hence T ‘) is measure-preserving, 
w,;q4 r ’ u, ,) =e ~IS~%ldl4~ 
Therefore, the inner and outer spectral radii are the same and the theorem 
follows. 1 
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Proposition 1.4. 
COROLLARY 1.5. (i) (Parrott [7]) For CIE (0, 1) irrational, o(M.U,) 
= (zEC I IzI de-‘} 
(ii) For c( E (0, 1) irrational and d E L=[O, 1) such that 141 is con- 
tinuous almost everywhere, 
r(M, u,) = el’Ogl~ldfi, 
EXAMPLE. For 4(.x) = e ‘:’ and c( irrational, M,U, is quasinilpotent 
but not nilpotent. 
Now, we turn to the search for nontrivial hyperinvariant subspaces for 
M, U, in the case where r is uniquely ergodic. One possible way of getting 
hyperinvariant subspaces is the following theorem due to Wermer. 
THEOREM 1.6 (Wermer [ 11 I). Zf T E .?8( H) is invertible and satisfies 
% 
log II T”lI 
1 +n* <a, n = 5. 
and if a(T) is not a singleton, then T has a nontrivial hyperinvariant 
subspace. 
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The hypotheses of Theorem 1.6 imply that a(T) is contained in the unit 
circle which suggest that it might apply to weighted translations arising 
from uniquely ergodic invertible transformations, at least when M, U, is 
invertible and 4 is “nice” (e.g., 141 continuous). Set T= e ~~x’og’di“k’M4 U, so 
that the spectrum of T is contained in the unit circle. 
Then. 
and 
log IQ/ d,u- f log @CT-- , m > 0. 
,=I % 
In the next theorem we show that T (and hence M, U,) has a nontrivial 
hyperinvariant subspace if the Cesaro averages converge fast enough. Set 
THEOREM 1.7. Z’ 
then M, U, has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace. 
Note. We do not need to assume that t is uniquely ergodic or that 4 
is particularly “nice” for the theorem to be true. However, if t is not 
uniquely ergodic there is no reason why the sequence C, should even 
converge to 0. 
Proof: From the calculation of /IT”lJ above it is immediate that 
x: log II T”/l c ,,=, l+n2 <g n=l 
and 
Il(lln)Z:i”=l 1% IOotpJl -.fxlog IdI 44, 
l+n2 
Using the transformation x + 7”~ in the n th term on the right-hand side 
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above will not change the essential supremum and will transform the above 
to 
The result now follows from Theorem 1.6. 1 
The rest of the paper will be occupied with showing that Theorem 1.7 
and a generalization of it (for M, U, not invertible) applies to a large 
number of Bishop-type operators. To this end, we now state a theorem of 
Atzmon [l] which allows us to deal with the noninvertible case. 
THEOREM 1.8. (Atzmon [ 11). Let E he a Banach space and TE &I(E). 
Suppose there exist sequences of vectors Ix,,},,, L E E and ( y,,},, d E E* with 
the following properties: 
(i) Tx,,=x,+,, T*y,=y,+,,for all n6Z (x,#O and,v,#O), 
(i) there exist { p,I},IEE~ 1w’ such that //x,lj <kp,, and lI.~,ll <k, P,, 
for some constants k, k, E R+ and pO= 1, p,, 3 1, P,,+~, bp,, p ,,,, and 
C,“= -s log p,/(l + n2) < m, 
(iii) for 
two vector valued analytic functions defined for {z E @ 1 Iz\ # 1 }, the union of 
the singularity sets of G, and G,. is not a singleton, 
then T has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace. 
Note. Both G, and G,, are nonconstant functions and are analytic on 
{ZEC 1 lz( #l} and t a co and hence, by Liouville’s theorem, each must 
have at least one singularity on the unit circle. 
Although the statement of Atzmon’s theorem is intimidating, the condi- 
tions of this theorem should be viewed as “point-wise” versions of the 
similar conditions in Wermer’s theorem. 
2 
In this section, we build the machinery necessary to prove the main 
result. As shown in the last section, if the Bishop-type operator M,U, is 
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invertible, then its spectrum is a circle centered at the origin. For these 
operators we shall try to apply Wermer’s theorem, via Theorem 1.7. If the 
Bishop-type operator is not invertible, we shall try to apply Atzmon’s 
theorem. In both cases we shall approximate 2 by rationals and C#J by step 
functions. We must determine which pairs (4, X) are amenable to 
approximation and the exact form of the approximations. 
Let us consider the simplest step function possible, S= x,, where 
I= [a, h) is an interval in [0, 1). Set T,,=e~‘h~N’ME,Ux. We want to 
bound T::,. The following lemma is our first step in this direction and will 
given a bound on T:r, for some specific powers n. 
LEMMA 2.1. [f’ x E [0, 1) is irrational and {fp, q E N are relutitlel,~ prime 
such that /CI - p/q) < ( liq)2, then for all intervals [a, b). 
ProojI Fix any y E [0, l), and let us analyze (CP:d x[~,~,( { y + ir 1)). Set 
Ik=jjt) I y+pklq<t<y+(pk+l)/qfor tE[Wj. Then 
(1) The Zk’s are disjoint for k = 0, 1, . . . . q - 1. 
(2) u;:;zk= [O, 1). 
(3) Ifpjq<r then {y+kajEZk. Ifp/q>a then {.r+kzjEI,-,. 
(This follows, since if p/q < cx then J’ + kp/q < J* + ka and / ~3 + 
kp/q-.v+kccI =k /p/q-a/ 6k. l/q’< l/q, and similarly ifp/q>c(.) 
The important fact is that (I,};: : partitions [0, 1) into disjoint “inter- 
vals” and each “interval” contains exactly one { y + ka 1. 
Claim. If h E N is such that (h - 1 )/q <b - a < h/q then 
4-l 
h-2G 1 X~~,.~)(j~‘+ix))<h+ 1. 
I=0 
Proof of Claim. Note Cyl: y .Crr,b)( {,rs + ia}) counts the number of 
(?: + ice> in [a, b), which is at least the number of intervals Zk completely 
contained in [a, 6). This number is at least h - 2. The number of { y + ice) 
in [a, b) is at most the number of intervals Zk which intersect [a, 6). This 
number is at most h + 1. Thus the claim is established. 
Now, since q(b -u) < h < q(b - a) + 1, we get that 
db-a)-2< 1 j! c~,~,)({I. + i&i) d (b-u) q+ 2. 
i=O 
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and the lemma is established. 1 
Note, 
TY =ex~~dII *‘-+oqJ;, 
cs 
So if r and q are as in Lemma 2.1 then (1 Tz,II d e2 and similarly 
II Tc;YII d e2. 
The following corollary is a direct result of Lemma 2.1 and the triangle 
inequality. 
COROLLARY 2.2. rf S= xi=, yIxI,, where r, are real numbers, I, ure 
intervals and r is an irrational number such that 1% - p/q( < (l/q)’ for some 
p, q relatively prime, then 
Thus, for S, 2, and q as in Corollary 2.2, we have that /) T$q// 6 eZX;-’ jr)‘. 
So to calculate 11 T::/(, set m = qr + s, where q is as in Corollary 2.2 and 
s < q. Then, 
II 7yll < II zy II T~~~/l < II 7yl’ II T,Jl‘ 
< ~20$, l~,lbe2.~ll.~llx by Corollary 2.2 
6e 2Em, lr,l)m'4+24l!S/l. since m < qr. 
So, in order to bound 11 TzI/j by e’““” where 0 < p < 1 (this will give us the 
bound necessary in Wermer’s theorem), we will need to approximate c( by 
p/q, where we can bound q from above and below. 
To do this we introduce the idea of the index of an irrational number. 
This is a refinement of a concept of Davie [4], and Lemma 2.3 is a 
generalization of Lemma 1 of [4]. 
DEFINITION. For x irrational define the index of tx, ind(cc) to be the 
supremum over all 1 E R + such that for all k > 0 there exist p, qE N with 
q32 such that 
Then set Sz = {UE (0, 1) / SI is irrational and ind(cc) = x 1, 
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Notes. (1) If M is irrational then for all E > 0, /~-p/q/ 3 K( l/q)‘“d(‘)+c 
for some constant K, and all p, q. Dirichlet’s theorem (see Hardy and 
Wright [S, p. 1561) implies ind(cc) 3 2. 
(2) A theorem of Liouville (see Hardy and Wright [S, p. 1611) 
implies if c( is algebraic of degree n then ind(cc) < d This was improved by 
Roth [9] who showed that all algebraic irrationals have index 2. In fact, 
it is quite straightforward to show that almost all numbers have index 2. 
(3) The set Q (cf. Davie [4]) is a dense G, of measure 0, and by 2 ) 
all numbers in Q are transcendental. 
The following lemma relates the index of r to a bound on the size of q, 
where p/q is an approximant of x 
LEMMA 2.3. Given r $ Q and fi > 0, ,for all E > 0 there exists a constant 
K > 0 .such thut .for ull m E N there exist p, q E N relutivel~~ prime w?th 
Proof: As mentioned above, 1% - p/q1 > K,( l/q)‘“d’z’+F for all p, q and 
some K, (depending only on C-C). Given m E N, set n = [m” +“I (where [ ] 
denotes the greatest integer function). Then Dirichlet’s theorem says there 
exist p, q E N relatively prime such that 
O<qdn and P 1 1 
I I 
a-- <-6-s. 
4 nq 4- 
Hence K, ( l/q) ‘nd’x’+r < /a - p/q1 < l/nq. This implies that qlnd”)+’ I > 
K,n> K,(m”+“- l), so there exists K>O such that q3 
K(mfi+i~- I)l;(lnd(l) tl. 11, Thus 
for some constant K>O and from above q<n= [m”+“] <mBii:. 1 
For the case of noninvertible 6 we will have to approximate more care- 
fully to get the best possible result, but for invertible multipliers 4, the 
following approximation is good enough. 
COROLLARY 2.4. [f x ef R and E, > 0, then there exists K > 0 .ruch that [f 
S = x;=, r,X,, is unto real valued step,function, then for all m E N, 
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Proof If m = qr + s with s < q where lx - p/q d l/q* for some p, then 
,>I I 
c s xi-m Sdl* 
i = 0 i’ 1 I 1 
br ‘C’S 
ii 
4-q ( Sdp __ 
I-0 ii 
, + 2s //SII * 
by Corollary 2.2 
So applying Lemma 2.3 with E = ~,/2 and /I = (ind(a) + tz - 1 )/ind(cc), there 
exist p, q satisfying Corollary 2.2 with 
~ml;lnd(~) -i.<qq,ml+““d’“’ I IrKil?)fi 
bm’ I ~IIld(l) + 21 
so. 
Dividing through by m gives the result. 1 
Note. Corollary 2.4, together with Theorem 1.7, already implies that 
M, U, has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace for almost all z when 
4 = es, S a step function. Rather than state this as a separate theorem, let 
us proceed to the case of more general weights d. 
To show M,U, has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace in the case 
where 4 and l/d are in L” [0, 1) (i.e., log 141 EL” [0, l)), it is again 
enough, by Theorem 1.7, to show the Cesaro averages converge fast 
enough. The next theorem shows that if we can approximate log I@ by step 
functions S=C:_, r,X,, with x;=, / ,( r not too large, then Theorem 1.7 will 
apply. 
DEFINITION. For ME Iw + define 
S= i r,X,,/r,ER,Z,intervalsand i lr,l<M 
,=I ,= I 
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DEFINITION. Set ,Y to be the set of all real valued functions ,f’ in 
LX [0, 1) such that there exist 1’ > 0 and a constant K, > 0 depending only 
on f’such that 
inf{ !l.f’- Sll T I SE Y,,) < K, T$ 
for all A4 E R + 
In Section 3, we will describe the functions in Y in terms of some more 
well-known functions. But, let us now proceed to the theorem. 
THEOREM 2.5. [f’ x$Q and log 141 E Y, rhen fhe &hop-ijpe oprratnr 
M, U, has a nontrivial hyperinvariant suhspacc. 
Note. The condition that log 1~~51 E 9 implies that log 141 EL’ [0, 1 ), so 
M, U, is invertible. 
Proqf!f: AS mentioned prior to the statement of the theorem we will be 
applying Theorem 1.7. 
First, we must fix a few constants. Since log 141 E 9, there exists 7 > 0 
such that inf{ [Ilog 141 - SII x / SE ~$1 6 K,,,,,,( l/MI’). 
(1) Fix such a y>O. 
(2) Fix 6 > 0 such that 0 < 6 < l/ind(a). 
(3) Fix p > 0 such that 1 - I,‘ind(cc) + 6 <p < 1 and 1 -&I <p < 1. 
(4) Fix E, > 0 such that 1 - l/ind(cc) + 6 + E, <p. 
Finally, fix m > 0. Then, for S a step function, 
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Lets analyze each term separately. We have log 141 E 9, so we can choose 
s = c:= I r,x/, with xi=, lr,I -cm’ and IIS-log 141 /IX <K,,,,,,(l/m)“‘. 
Hence, 2m IIS-log lcj 11-*.d2mK,,,,Q,(llm)“~=2K,,,,B,m’~”“. The second 
term we bound by using Corollary 2.4, 
Thus, there exists a constant K > 0 such that 
II <Km&’ for all m > 0. ,=O 7 
Dividing through by m and applying Theorem 1.7 gives the result. 1 
Now consider the case where M, U, is not invertible. One trivial case can 
be disposed of immediately. If 4 is equal to zero on a set of positive 
measure then M, and hence M, U, has a nontrivial kernel. So, as long as 
4 is not identically 0 we will have plenty of hyperinvariant subspaces in this 
case. We will, therefore, suppose that 4 is not equal to zero on a set of 
positive measure. 
In going to the noninvertible case, two new problems arise. First, in 
order to apply Theorem 1.8, we must find two sequences {x,? I,,, p and 
~?‘n~,IEz of functions in L’[O, 1) such that IV+,U~X,, = x,,, , and 
(M4U,)*.v,,=~!,,+r. If we think of M, U, as a linear transformation on the 
vector space of all measurable functions, then here M,U, is invertible. 
Finding the sequence {x,~ } ,) t / requires finding a single vector f’~ L2[0, 1) 
such that all its forward and backward images under powers of M,iY, are 
still in L2[0, I ). We shall choose the simplest f possible, a characteristic 
function. The mechanics of the choice of .f we will discuss later. 
The second problem is getting the bounds on the norms of the powers 
necessary in part (ii) of Theorem 1.8. Again, we shall use the rational 
approximation of cn, but the problem arises when we try to approximate 
log 141 by step functions. Since M, U, is no longer necessarily invertible, or 
even bounded, log 141 does not have to be bounded. We can no longer get 
uniform approximations by step functions. Instead, we will be approximat- 
ing functions of the form (-IV) v log 141 A N by step functions. The class 
of C$ for which our theorem applies is a little harder to describe than the 
class in Theorem 2.5. 
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DEFINITION. For 0 >O, let J?‘~ denote the set of all real valued 
measurable functions ,f on [0, 1) such that there exist positive constants 
7, c, , and Kf depending only on ,f with 
for all M> L’, N” 
THEOREM 2.6. Zf a 4 Q and log 141 E Lp[O, 1) n &, ,fbr ~ol~re p und 0 
satisfving p - 1 > B(ind(cc) - 1 ), then M, U, has u nontrivial hyperinvariant 
.SUhSpUCe. 
Notes. (1) For T an unbounded operator with dense domain 9 we 
define commutant of Tto be {T)‘= (Beg(H) / B9c9 and TB=BTon 
.P}. Then, as usual, a subspace M is hyperinvariant for T if M is invariant 
under all BE {T}‘. (A hyperinvariant subspace for an unbounded operator 
need not be invariant.) 
(2) As mentioned previously, we shall use Theorem 1.8 to prove this 
result. Although in Atzmon [1] this theorem is only stated for bounded 
operators, it is not too difficult to show that Theorem 1.8 applies even for 
densely defined unbounded operators. 
(3) Theorem 2.5 is the special case of Theorem 2.6 with p= a. The 
conditions of Theorem 2.6 imply that p is strictly greater than 1. This will 
be needed in the proof. 
(4) In Section Three, we shall give some examples of functions 4 for 
which the theorem applies, and also give a few examples of C$ for which the 
theorem doesn’t apply. 
We defer the proof until we have established a few more lemmas. As 
mentioned before the statement of the theorem, we want to choose a 
suitable function ,~EL”[O, 1) such that its forward and backward orbit 
under M,U, is in L2[0, 1). We cannot just take ,f’ to be the constant 
function 1. 
We begin by setting 
1;1=xi,,,$6,(z ‘~~l)l<o,: for some a, > 0. 
Then 
in particular, M, V, ,fo E Lx [0, 1) c L’[O, 1). 
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To ensure that all the forward images of,f’ under M, U, are in L’[O, I ), 
we take 
.fl = n X~\/l6D(X “I\lll<U,,;~ for a sequence ( u,, ) ,lt I\u with N,, > 0. 
,,= I 
To ensure all the backward images off’ under M, U, are also in L’[O, 1) 
we must modify ,f’, further to 
This shall be the ,f‘which we shall use in Atzmon’s theorem. Of course, 
we still must choose the sequence {u,,) ,1 l h in such a way that f is non-zero 
and that we can still bound /I r;fll, where T, = e I“‘g’4”‘1’M# U,. 
The following lemma will be used to help choose the jc1,, ),, t PJ. 
LEMMA 2.7. Jfg E Lp( [0, l), R) ,for p > 1 unti 6 > 0 is such thut p ‘6 > 1, 
then therr exists u constant K independent of t such that 
(i) ~(-uE [0, 1) ) g(cc”(x))< -tn”for some nE N} <K/t” und 
(ii) ~{XE [0, I) 1 g(~‘~(.x))> tn”for some ITE N) <K/t” 
hold for all t > 0. 
Proof: The proof of (i) and (ii) are almost identical so we shall just 
prove (i). Note that 
/ljxE [0, 1) / g(tY(x))< -tn”forsomenEFV) 
=p 
i 
(j {xE [O, 1) 1 g(a”(x))< -tn”)- 
,i= I J 
I 
< 1 ,uLjxE [0, 1) 1 g(x”(x))< -tn”) 
II 7 I 
= i p”(xE [0, 1) 1 g(x)< --In”}, 
,I = I 
where the last step follows since c[” is measure-preserving for all n E f%. If 
g(x)< -tn” then Ig(x)l”> (tn’)“, so 
(tn”)“p{.xfz [0, 1) / g(x)< -tn”)d 
L,W,,.,,,< 
,,,,,) IRI” dws IMI;. 
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Thus 
p{XE [O, 1) I g(X)< --tn”) S-J/$ 
Substituting this into the above summation gives the result since ~JI> I 
implies that the sum converges. 1 
If we apply this lemma with g = log 141, we can choose a 6 > 0 such that 
p ‘6 > 1 and a t > 0 large enough such that the measure of both the sets in 
Lemma 2.7 is, say, less than $. 
Then if u,, = P”, ,f will b e nonzero, since j” is the characteristic function 
of the complement of the union of the two sets above. 
Before we tackle the proof of Theorem 2.6, we need one more lemma 
that will be useful in the approximation. It is related to Lemma 2.7. 
LEMMA 2.8. ZfgELP([O, l), R),p> 1, anu’J>O then 
and 
Proof: This time we shall prove only the second inequality; the first 
follows similarly: 
and the lemma is proven. 
Proof cf Theorem 2.6. To apply Theorem 1.8, we must show three 
things: 
(1) there exists f # 0 such that I/ 7”tfll satisfies the bounds in 
Theorem 1.8 (and of course T”,f E L’[O, 1) for all n E Z), 
(2) there exists g#O such that ()T*“g/l satisfies the bounds in 
Theorem 1.8 (and T*“gEL’[O, 1) for all nEZ), 
(3) the union of the two singularity sets is not a singleton. 
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Note. Here T= T4 = e ~‘ogi4’di’Md,Uz, and T* denotes the Banach 
space adjoint, so T* = e @aiQidb’Mg 2-, U, ,. 
The proofs of (1) and (2) are very similar so we will omit the proof of 
(2). The main difference is that instead of usingf as given above, in (2) we 
use 
Also, we are only going to show (1) for positive n; that the negative powers 
follow similarly is straightforward. 
Before starting the approximation we fix a few constants: 
(1) Fix 6>0 such that l/p<6< l/(o(ind(a)- 1) + 1). This is the 6 
we use in defining,f: 
(2) For 6 as in (1 ), by Lemma 2.7 we can fix t > 0 large enough that 
f#O. 
(3) Fix 6, such that 66~6, ~(1 -s)/(ind(cc)- 1). 
(4) Fix /I such that s,(ind(or) - 1) < fi < 1 - 6. 
(5) Fix E>O such that c!+/~+E< 1 and G,(ind(a)- 1)+&</j. With 
this E and /I from (4) above, apply Lemma 2.3. 
(6) Fix y > 0 as in the definition of J&>, 
(7) Finally, fix p such that 
l- B 
ind(a) + E - 1 
+6,<p<l 
l-6,i’<p<l 
l-&p- l)<p< 1 
and 
Now we must bound I/ T”fll 2. Fix lz > m, (m. will be defined later; for 
now it is some large number). Then 
,/ T?fll:, = I,e~“-[l”gl)l”ed--d’“gi~ a’! fc ~‘zll 2
d L, Ilfllz, 
where 
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Now .Y E support ,f~ P if and only if a”(x) E support f: By the definition 
of.fi 
if a”(x) E support f‘then i&z “(a”(x))l < ah for k = 1, . . . . n. 
Our sequence {a,, } ,, t rm is increasing, so setting n-k = i, we get that 
ldr’(-~))l < a, <a,, for i=O, 1, . . . . n- 1. 
Since a,, = prFzn (6, t as chosen above), taking logs yields 
log 1 ~$0 c(’ I < tn” on support .f~ CC’ for i=O, 1, . . . . n- 1. 
Hence, 
So, we just need to bound II --n j log 141 & + CT:: - tn” v log 14 0 c? A 
tn”JI 5. We have log 141 E A$, so there exists a step function S= xi=, r,X,, 
such that 
ii 6 II -fn v log ldl A tn -Sll, ~&gI+In ~-a,? 
and xi= r Ir, I d nha. (H ere, N = tn” and M= n6’ so our conditions ensure 
that so long as n > m, large enough, then M > clog,++ NH.) Now, 
n ~~ 1 
logIcj)dp+ 1 -tn”vlog~~~cr’lr\tn” I’ 
,=O i/r 
= 
+nC’ (-02’ v log I#oa’l A tn”-Soa’) 
I==0 II x 
+ 1 iI--ftn’ v log Iq5oa’I A tn”-Sccw’I/,. 
,=O 
We shall bound each term separately. 
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To bound the first term, with E and ,G as above, apply Lemma 2.3 to 
obtain p, q E N such that (a - p/q1 < l/q’ and KIZ~“‘“~‘~)+’ ~ ‘) < q 6 u/r + “. 
So, if n = qr + s with s < q then, 
<r 
Ii J 
-q *sLip+‘lc’ socci I=o 
<r[2,$, /r,j]+?s ilSll, byCorollary2.2 
q2/ti, lr,l)+2q IISII, 
< 2Kn’ /f;(md(a) + I_ 1 In61 + zn p + LtnS 
d 2Knf’+ 2tnp by the choice of p 
dK,n” for some constant K, . 
The second term is 
n 
II 
(log 141 -S) dp <n [ (log If& - (-02” v log 141 A 01”)) tip 
I i 
+n (-0z”vlogIq5/ r\tn”-,S)dp 
Ii 
+ n II - tn” v log 141 A tn” - SII 7c. 
By Lemma 2.8, the first part is bounded by nK,/n”‘P ” and the second 
part is bounded by nK,n ~ ‘I7 by the choice of S above. (K,, K, are two 
positive constants depending only on q4 and t.) 
Thus the second term is bounded by 
K,nl-“(lj- ‘) + K,nl hi d KdnP, 
again by the choice of p. (K4 is some constant independent of n.) 
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The third term is 
by the choices of S and p made above. 
Hence, there exists a constant K> 0 independent of tz such that 
for all tz > trig. 
So, there exists another constant C > 0 such that 
for all n > 0. 
As mentioned previously, a similar bound for negative powers and the 
adjoint follow from an almost identical argument. Thus we have shown (i) 
and (ii) of Theorem 1.8 are satisfied with p,, = r”““‘. 
To show (iii) of Theorem 1.8 is satisfied, first note that T is unitarily 
equivalent to e2rria T via the operator W= M+ (the bilateral shift), and 
note that if we replace f‘ by P’,f in the above argument we change 
nothing. If Sing(G, ) denotes the singularity set of G, in Theorem 1.8 
with x,, = T”,f; we claim the following. 
CLAIM. Sing(G+, ) = e2n’X Sing(G, ). 
Proof’ qf Cluim. Using the notes mentioned in the previous paragraph, 
one can show that 
and from this the claim easily follows. 
Thus if Sing(G{) u Sing(G,) is a singleton, then Sing(G,+,t) u Sing(G,) is 
not a singleton. The proof of Theorem 2.6 is now complete. 1 
3 
We now want to apply Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 to some explicit Bishop- 
type operators. 
58” 91,2-l 
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DEFINITION. A real valued function ,f on [0, 1) is piecewise monotone if 
there exist finitely many disjoint intervals I,, k = 1, . . . . n, such that [0, 1) = 
IJ: =, Zk and ,fl ,k is monotone for all k. 
LEMMA 
Proof: 
Fix c > 0, 
3.1. [f,f is piecewise monotone andf’e L “[O, 1) thenj’E 9’. 
First, consider the case where .f’is positive and non-decreasing. 
and let 1. = esssup f: Set 
Note (,f --l(k), l] is an interval, Il.f’-slI x GE, and C,[$,’ ICI = 
([I./c] + 1) E < Ki. for some constant K > 0. Thus 
inf{II.f-~llx ls~?~fG 
if M3 K ll.flI y 
I if M<KlI.fIl.. 
So for all 7 > 0 there exists a constant K, such that 
inf{ il.f-Sll, / s~.‘5~j<K,(l/M”). 
Thus f’ is very strongly in 9. The case of a general piecewise monotone 
function can now be obtained by partitioning [0, 1) into subintervals, such 
that on each subinterval the function is either positive or negative and non- 
increasing or non-decreasing. Then, by applying an argument similar to the 
above on each subinterval, the lemma is proven. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. [f ,f is piecewise monotone then .f E . H,. 
Proof. Similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.1, 
infiil(-N)v,f’r\(N)-S/(, I~E.YJJ)=O<~/M; 
for all y and for all M > KN. 1 
COROLLARY 3.3. Jf r + Q and I$ is such that log 141 E L’ [IO, 1) and is 
piecewise monotone, then M, U, has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace. 
Proof: This follows directly from Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 3.1. 1 
In fact, if log 141 is of bounded variation then M, U, has a nontrivial 
hyperinvariant subspace for almost all CY. This is because any function of 
bounded variation is the difference of two bounded monotone functions 
and hence Lemma 3.1 implies that all functions of bounded variation are 
in 9. 
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COROLLARY 3.4. lf r $ Q and qb is such that log 141 is piecewise montone 
and log 141 E L”[O, 1) with p > ind(a), then M,U, has a nontrivial hyper- 
invariant subspace. 
Proof: This follows directly from Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 3.2. m 
COROLLARY 3.5. The Bishop-type operator M, U, has a nontrivial hyper- 
invariant s&space fbr all r $l2 when q5 is anall’tic in some neighhourhood of 
the closed interval [0, I]. 
Proof: The fact that log 141 E L”[O, 1) for all 1 < p < x follows, since 
when 141 is near 0 there exists a constant K such that jlog 141 I d K /log 1x1 1. 
The piecewise monotonicity follows from the fact that log 141 is differen- 
tiable when IdI is away from 0 with only finitely many critical points and 
the fact that 161 is 0 only finitely many times. 1 
Note. The measure of Q is zero, so Corollary 3.5 is true for almost 
all x. 
COROLLARY 3.6. The Bishop-type operator M, U, has a nontrivial hyper- 
invariant s&space jbr almost all 2 if q5 is either 
(i) u polwomial or 
(ii) a trigonometric polynomial. 
Proof: This follows directly from Corollary 3.5. [ 
COROLLARY 3.7 (Davie [4]). Almost all Bishop operators have non- 
trivial hyperinvariant subspaces. 
Proof: This follows from Corollary 3.6(i). 1 
In [ 11, Atzmon noted that for c( irrational, the two Bishop-type 
operators M,,z.,, U, and M,-z~~~ U, have no common nontrivial invariant 
subspace. He asked whether the sum of these two operators has a non- 
trivial invariant subspace. The following corollary answers the question for 
almost all x. 
COROLLARY 3.8. The Bishop-type operator MC,,:.,% +(I z~,>) U, bus a non- 
trivial heperinvariant s&space for almost all ct. 
Proof: Apply Corollary 3.6. 
EXAMPLE. There are many functions 4 such that log 141 is not piecewise 
monotone. and yet Theorem 2.5 or Theorem 2.6 still applies. If 6 > 0 
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and (&) = e~“slllr I 0, then log 141 is not piecewise monotone and yet 
Theorem 2.5 applies. However, functions such as 
b(x) = es’“” ‘) 1 1 or t+b(x) = exp 
log sm - i! .Y 
are not covered by Theorem 2.5 or Theorem 2.6. 
Comments. (1) This paper comprises part of the author’s thesis [6]. 
In this thesis, similar results are obtained for other uniquely ergodic trans- 
formations. If r,, . . . . c(,, are real numbers such that 1, ‘3,) . . . . Y,, are linearly 
independent over L, then T(.Y, , . . . . x,,) = ( (x, + c(, ), (.x2 + ‘cr ), . . . . {x,, + cz,, )) 
is a uniquely ergodic transformation on [0, I)“. A theorem similar to 
Theorem 2.6 is obtained in this case. These results shall appear in a later 
paper. 
(2) All results in this paper, although stated for L’ spaces, are true 
on general Lp spaces with 1 < p < ~1. 
(3) These results could help answer the open question about whether 
all Bishop operators have nontrivial invariant subspaces. The strategy 
would be to take x EL? and try to show M, U, commutes with M, CT,{ for 
some Bishop-type operator M, U,j covered by Theorem 2.6. Unfortunately, 
finding such (4, /J) is quite difficult in general, except when fl= in& 1 for 
some n E Z and all such /J are still in Q. 
(4) Recently D. Blecher and A. Davie [12] have shown that a 
Bishop-type operator M&U, with log IdI continuous and the modulus of 
continuity of log 141 (~,~~,~,(t)) satisfying 
has a nontrivial subspace for almost all X. in particular, if log IfpI is Hiilder 
continuous then M, U, has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace for almost 
all c(. This also follows from Theorem 2.5, since HGlder continuous 
functions are in Y. 
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